
Interactive Product Tours 
for Marketing Teams



The most important thing a brand can do today
is deliver a modern, customer-first, digital
buying experience.

In a world where 70% of the buyer’s journey
happens before speaking with sales, the seismic
opportunity is to empower buyers with self-
service product experiences.

People want to try your software before
speaking with sales or committing to an
evaluation. Marketing teams need to show, not
tell, to engage buyers.

Gartner recently cited StoryScale as new
technology that can drive product led-growth
with our interactive product tours platform.  

Ignite Product-led Growth with
Interactive Tours

StoryScale offers no-code demo creation for
interactive product tours and provides
prescriptive content experiences guided by AI.

We believe people deserve a better software
buying experience. It’s a simple philosophy: Sell
how you want to buy.



Make Your Product Your #1 
Marketing Resource

StoryScale turns your live software into

interactive experiences you can launch on your

website or use for outbound marketing. 

Imagine delivering hundreds or thousands of

product demos per month, 24x7, without any

sales overhead or friction. It's PLG the easy way. 

With StoryScale anyone on your team can

produce pixel-perfect product tours and

demos with zero code.

Product tours deliver the "aha" impact 

 without custom design or development

timelines and costs.  

Create Effortlessly with No Code

Sales Loves Product-Qualified Marketing Opps

When buyers start with self-driven product
demos, you make more shortlists, have faster
cycles, and fill pipelines with sales-ready
opportunities. 

StoryScale Smart CTAs trigger lead forms
inside your tour flow and connect with your
favorite Marketing Automation System. 

Uplift your demand with interactive demos. 



How it Works

StoryScale provides powerful no-code tools for importing
your screens, creating, editing, and delivering SaaS demos.

App Capture
The capture process is easy. Browse to the screens you
want to import and click Capture. Your software screens
are imported into your project with one click.

No-Code Demo Creation 
Once in your demo project, you can edit the on-screen
content and data. Simply click on the areas of the screen
you want to modify and use editing tools to update on-
screen text, data, and images. 

Adding steps and hotspots guide viewers through your
application, providing a fully interactive demo experience. 

Demo Delivery 
You can easily deliver product demos and experiences on
your websites or outbound marketing programs. Demos can
be embedded on pages, launched over sites, or shared
online. 

Analytics and alerts help you easily track buyer
engagement. 



Use Cases

Website Product Tours

Interactive product tours and frictionless
content boost website conversions

Sales and Pre-Sales

Arm every seller with personalized product
demos. Engage buyers with product-led
sales experiences on every channel.   

Champion Enablement

Give champions  shareable demos  that
win buying committee consensus 

Channel Enablement

Align product messaging and value selling
across your channel. Enable resellers with
easy to present product demos 

Onboarding

Ramp customer adoption. Upskill
employees with product knowledge. 



Content Experience

Buyer Enablement Platform 

Interactive Product Demos

StoryScale turns your SaaS
application into a shareable product
demo that is easy to present and
view. 

Guide users to Aha-moments, or add
interactive hotspots for "choose your
own adventure" product tours.  

Accelerate journeys with bingeable
content and recommendations.

Content Experience uplifts your sales
collateral by delivering it all in a single
frame with immersive viewing.
Notifications provide instant intent
signals on buyer engagement. 

Enablement Hubs

All your latest and greatest sales
collateral in one place and easy to share
and activate.

StoryScale is your sales hub for
interactive demos and digital content,



Meet the Only Interactive Demo Platform
with Responsive Mobile Delivery 

From social selling to email and outbound prospecting,
our world has gotten smaller - or at least the screens
have. 

Sales is 24x7 and delivered on multiple channels, from
sales-led demos on desktop to interactive leave-behinds
and shared product experiences often viewed on mobile
email and social channels.

Modern sales team know that ABC (Always Be Closing)
means that product experiences need to be delivered to
every device. 

StoryScale is the only interactive demo platform that
delivers responsive product tours and demos  that
automatically optimize on desktop, mobile, and tablets.   

41.9%

Mobile devices account for 41.9% of all
opened emails. (Litmus.) 



Make Marketing
Product-led  
Interactive product demos deliver the buying experiences
customers demand. Give marketers the product-led tools
they need to win. Start Today! 

https://storyscale.com/get-a-demo/
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